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Summary

The genomic complexity in polyploid plant species makes genotype calling difficult when
processing data generated from a high-density SNP array. We present a novel computational
method and a software package for calling genotypes from raw hexaploid wheat data generated
using the 9k iSelect® assay previously developed for wheat. This method involves fitting an
unknown number of Gaussian mixture components and identifying the optimal number of
clusters. Then markers with bi-allelic patterns are further analyzed by merging outlier clusters
and identifying heterozygous clusters. This method was tested using a diverse wheat population
(n = 1654) and resulting genotypes were compared to previously called genotypes using the
current standard method. Genomic prediction were generated for both genotype sets using the
gBLUP method implemented in the 'rrBLUP' package in R for five different phenotypes.
Regression coefficients for predicted vs observed values were improve by1.38% when using
genotypes generated with this new method. Despite an increased computational cost of this new
genotyping method, a reduced supervision requirement and increased ability to resolve complex
signal patterns allow it to generate more predictive genotypes with less manual manipulation.
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Introduction
Among multiple available genotyping platforms, DNA array is still commonly used for its

general advantages on accuracy, calling rate, and fast return of genotyping results after screening.

The approach is particularly effective for species with large genomes, especially containing large

proportion of repetitive elements (Singh et al. 2015). However, these advantages are offset when

the standardized methodology is implemented for polyploid species where significant amount of

supervised curation is required before calling genotypes (Clevenger et al. 2015). Illumina’s

proprietary GenomeStudio provides researchers one way to cluster genotypes for raw data from

Illumina's Infinium® genotyping assay. However, the clustering method used in this software is
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ill-suited for processing polyploid data due to its inability to effectively cluster complex signal

patterns common in polyploid data. These shortcomings have been specifically addressed in

potato with fitTetra (Voorrips et al. 2011). This software tool is well suited for processing

tetraploid potato data, which can produce up to 5 clusters corresponding to the five genotypes

expected for a tetraploid. However, the usefulness of this tool is currently restricted to

autotetraploids.

Common wheat (Triticum aestivum) is another example of a polyploid species. Unlike

potato, hexaploid wheat is an allopolyploid derived from a combination of three diploid donor

species proposed to have diverged from an ancestral diploid species 2.5-6 million years ago

(Montenegro et al. 2017). Due to an increased divergence between donor genomes, individual

SNPs usually do not recombine across sub-genomes and therefore individual SNPs may behave

like a bi-allelic SNP when genotyped with microarrays. Even though SNP arrays have already

been developed for wheat, they require considerable manual data curation due to the challenges

of a polyploid genome with no software tools suitable for addressing allopolyploids (Grandke et

al. 2014).

The existing method for addressing this issue involves a combination of removing

complex markers with poor clustering performance, manually re-clustering, and recoding clusters

known to consistently assign incorrect genotypes (Wang et al. 2014). This method is problematic

with increased diversity and number of markers such as the 9k and 90k chips. Manual curation is

extremely time consuming. PolySNPclust is an R package that addresses these issues by using

Gaussian mixture models to quickly and accurately cluster DNA Array data for diverse hexaploid

wheat populations with extension applicable to other species.

Materials and Methods

Infinium data and phenotype data

The testing population consisted of a global diversity panel of 1654 hexaploid winter

wheat accessions from the USDA-ARS National Small Grains Collection. This population was

used because it consisted of highly diverse lines originating from many geographical origins.

Additionally, this population has been previously used for identifying agronomically relevant

markers such as stem rust resistance (Mihalyov et al. 2017). All accessions were genotyped with

the Infinium wheat SNP 9k iSelect assay (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA) at the USDA-ARS

genotyping lab in Fargo, ND. Original genotype calls were made using the current standard

strategy published, which utilizes GenomeStudio version 2011.1 to initially identify clusters

followed by manual cluster adjustment and reclassification. To evaluate the quality of SNP

calling, phenotypes of five traits with low missing rate were extracted for all accessions from the

Triticeae Toolbox (T3) repository for public wheat data generated by the Wheat Coordinated

Agricultural Project (https://triticeaetoolbox.org/wheat). These traits were plant height, stripe rust

severity, heading date, flowering date, and thousand kernel weight.

https://triticeaetoolbox.org/wheat
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Raw data processing

To manipulate data into a non-binary format, theta and R variables were exported from a

GenomeStudio project file (.bsc) into a flat .csv format file. These variables are calculated within

GenomeStudio from raw fluorescence intensities after performing signal normalization using a

proprietary algorithm that adjusts raw intensities to account for channel-dependent background

intensity bias and then scales them to allow cross-marker comparisons. Normalized intensities are

then converted into an allelic signal ratio theta (2/ * tan-1(Y/X)) and signal intensity R (R = X +

Y), where X and Y are the normalized intensities of two probes. This data was then imported into

Rstudio for further analysis.

To improve the stability of the clustering algorithm and ensure consistent cluster assignment, it

was helpful perform two adjustments to the theta values. First, extreme values of theta exhibited

data truncation where homozygous samples for a given marker would often have the exact same

value instead of exhibiting continuous behavior (Figure 1a & b). This was assumed to be a

combination of machine detection limits and floating-point truncation. Since this behavior is non-

gaussian, this would often cause the modeling algorithm to fail (due to zero variance), or cause a

clearly single cluster to be divided into many smaller clusters. Therefore, a slight amount of noise

was applied to all samples using the folded normal distribution and added or subtracted from the

original value depending on whether the value was greater or less than the 0.5 midpoint. Second,

because theta is a proportional value, it exhibited heteroscedastic behavior where clusters close to

zero and one had less variance than clusters in the middle. This behavior has been previously

described in SNP chip data when using GMMs 3. To obtain a more homoscedastic response and

stable clustering , an arcsine-square root transformation has been shown to alleviate this issue

(Figure 1c). Because the slight noise was added prior to performing transformation, only the

extreme values near 0 and 1 were affected since an arcsine curve is nearly linear in the range

between 0.3 and 0.7.

Parallel clustering with Gaussian mixture models

Individual markers were then modeled using the Rmixmod package in R designed for

unsupervised gaussian mixture modeling6. Briefly, this package performs this by fitting a marker

with a finite number of gaussian distributions converging through implementing an expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm. An in-depth mathematical description for these methods are

provided in the statistical documentation for the Rmixmod package (Langrognet et al. 2016). A

major benefit of this package is the additional functionality where a user does not need to

predefine how many clusters are present. Instead, the user defines a lower and upper limit on the

number of possible clusters, and all possible configurations are tested and compared using model

selection criteria such as Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or Integrated Completed

Likelihood (ICL). This feature is extremely important in the case of wheat data because unlike

diploid species and tetraploid potato, there is more variation in how many clusters are present and
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where those clusters are centered. This ability to automatically determine the number of clusters

in an unsupervised manner sets this method apart from the DBSCAN algorithm currently

implemented in the GenomeStudio Polyploid module v1.8 currently available from Illumina. It

was beneficial to cluster markers in-parallel using the 'parallel' R library and perform modeling

on the WSU Kamiak high performance computational cluster (https://hpc.wsu.edu), which

allowed for all 9 thousand markers to be clustered in less than 24 hours.

Cluster merging and genotype calling

After obtaining an optimal gaussian mixture model for every marker, cluster statistics

were extracted for every cluster across all markers. These were the proportion of samples in a

cluster, the theta center, and variance. Because heterozygous genotypes are relatively rare in

wheat populations due to self-pollination, bi-allelic markers are expected to result in two major

clusters that contain most of the population. Also, only a small proportion of the population

would be heterozygous (<10%) for these markers. Therefore, markers with only two major

clusters containing a majority of the population (> 90%) were identified and subset. Due to noise

in the data, outliers were often classified to be a separate cluster causing the subset bi-allelic

marker models to usually consist of two major clusters and many small potential outlier clusters

(Figure 1d). This presented a challenge in determining whether a small minor cluster falling

between two dominant clusters should be merged with a dominant cluster as an outlier of the

homozygous genotype or classified as a heterozygous genotype. To address this issue, two

statistics were calculated for each minor cluster (Figure 1e). First, the midpoint between the two

major clusters for each bi-allelic marker was calculated along with the distance between them.

Second, the ratio of the distance between the rightmost major cluster and each minor cluster was

calculated. When plotted, both the midpoint value and the distance ratio produced a clear meta-

clustering pattern where minor clusters near the midpoint were separated from minor clusters that

were merely outliers of a major cluster. Again, mixture models were used to identify nine

components and each minor cluster was either merged with a major cluster or it was kept as a

heterozygous genotype. With all bi-allelic markers reduced down to only three clusters, a

genotype for each sample was then called based on its cluster assignment. The leftmost cluster

was called as a homozygous primary genotype and coded as zero. Middle clusters were called as

heterozygotes and coded as one. The rightmost cluster was called as a homozygous secondary

allele and coded as two.

Results
To ensure consistency when comparing original genotypes and new genotypes called

using GMMs, both original and new genotype matrices were subset to include only markers

shared between them. Out of the 8,297 markers included on the 9k chip, 4,402 were called in

both methods. Missing values were imputed using k-nearest neighbor (k = 4) imputation. Only

0.7% of genotype calls differed between both sets. To assess functional accuracy, both genotypes

https://hpc.wsu.edu
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were used to calculate a kinship matrix using the 'rrBLUP' package in R. Then, the gBLUP

method was used to build a predictive genomic selection model for the five phenotypes chosen.

Cross-validation was performed by randomly masking 20% of the phenotype values before

building the model, and then predicting those removed with the gBLUP values calculated. A

linear regression was performed between masked and predicted values to obtain an accuracy

score. This was performed for 30 iterations and a mean accuracy score was reported for each trait

(Figure 1f). The average accuracy was 0.8864 and 0.8986 across the five traits for using the

original and new calls, respectively. The average improvement was 1.38% ([0.8986-

0.8864]/0.8864). PolySNPclust requires little supervision and is capable of quickly identifying

complex cluster patterns compared to manual methods, which allow it to call more consistent

and predictive genotypes with less interaction.

The software code is available at: http://zzlab.net/PolySNP.

Figure 1. Methods and performances of calling SNPs out of raw DNA array. The raw data is illustrated as

normalized theta values (a) with magnification for the proportion of theta between 0 and 0.1 (b). The

inflation of the extreme values (near 0 or 1) is well controlled through noise randomization and

transformation (c). As demonstrated by a SNP called with Gaussian mixture model (d and e), the new

SNPs called produces improvement (red area) compared with original calling (gray area) in genomic

prediction (f).
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